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“When my female students, especially my Black women students, see me as a Black woman in a position of
power who gives it away by being complicit in my own silencing, they are not empowered…If my teaching evokes
a reaction in some of my white male and female right-wing students, because it symbolises a threat to all they
hold dear, I measure that as some kind of success.”
- Gqola, 2017:109
Reflecting Rogue: Inside the Mind of a Feminist
“I know feminism has saved my life more times than I can remember. Feminist love is political. And I still feed
my red-hot rage against patriarchy.”
- Gqola, 2021: 210
Female Fear Factory
“Deep memory functions in a manner similar to what many feminist scholars call postmemory, which is
confrontational in its relationship with history and functions ‘as a means of redressing the official ‘forgetting’
of women’s histories.’”
- Gqola, 2010:21
What is Slavery to Me? Postcolonial/Slave Memory in Post-apartheid South Africa

I

n 2011, as a second-year student at Wits
University, I sat in a Media Studies class where
Professor Pumla Dineo Gqola was a co-lecturer.
I do not wish to re-write history and pretend
that I was deeply attentive to the content of her
lecture outside of her constant reference to Stuart
Hall (whom my 19-year-old self was simply tired of
hearing of). Hall was a consistent feature in other
humanities courses that I was taking; however, his
work was taught by mainly White academics in ways
that stripped him of his Blackness and concealed
his critique of cultural systems of global capitalism
and imperialism. For a long time, I did not know
that Hall was, in fact, Jamaican-born and Marxist;
Gqola corrected that. In his essay titled “Whose
Heritage? Un‐settling ‘The Heritage’, Re‐imagining
The Post‐nation”, Hall calls for a prioritisation of a
“history from below” (1999:7) that empowers us to
democratise knowledge, history, our concepts of
value, and who/what is worth preserving. This is a
call to which Gqola has risen. Through her intellectual
projects, she has been on a mission to democratise
knowledge from an African and postcolonial feminist
perspective, particularly in her work preoccupied
with “contestation, re-negotiation, and revision”
of histories from our enslaved, colonialised and
apartheid past (2007:37).
I remember that first encounter vividly. In that class,
sitting next to my friends Lufefe Boss and Zimkhitha
Mathunjwa, I recall how we were more consumed
and enthralled by Gqola’s energetic presence, quirks,
how she laughed at her own jokes, her outfit, and
the delightful surprise that she was our professor.
As I reminisce, she was the first African woman to
assume the role of “my” lecturer at Wits University.
However, it was my later interactions with Gqola
in 2015 as a Master’s student in African Literature
that taught me to appreciate her path-breaking and
theory-building scholarship whose core centres

on social justice and its intersecting dimensions. It
was also around this time, during the height of the
2015/2016 “Fallist” student-movements calling for a
decolonial, decommodified and intersectional reality
in South African institutions of higher learning, that I
realised she was no ordinary professor. Gqola is what
is defined as an activist-intellectual or an insurgent
intellectual. The height of the student and worker
protests allowed us to see the kind of academics who
filled our institutions, their politics and where their
alliances fell. Whilst being at the crossfire of police
violence after participating in solidarity marches with
students and workers calling for the demilitarisation of
our campus, Gqola was also sitting on transformation
committees crafting institutional structural changes
and writing material that confronted power and
its intersectionally oppressive mechanisms. The
experience of being Gqola’s student continues to
shape my journey as an African feminist scholar and
activist as it does too thousands of other students
she has trained, supervised, mentored and co-created
spaces with in multiple South African institutions in
her career that spans two decades.
When I consider the breadth of Gqola’s continued
activist-intellectual project, the three quotes from
three of the six published books by Gqola in the
epigraph of this paper represent key themes that
demonstrate the ways in which Gqola’s scholarship
and activism have been preoccupied with: African
feminist archives and memory-work, feminist
institution-building and theory-making, as well as
providing a language for a growing post-apartheid
feminist movement against sexual violence. Above all,
I will illustrate the ways in which Gqola, like Angela
Davis (2020), has been preoccupied with intellectual
work that has “responded to urgent, contemporary
questions”. This is not a biographical profile on Gqola;
instead, it is a reflection on how Gqola personifies
the term activist-scholar.
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GQOLA’S ACADEMIC JOURNEY:
A SERIES OF TESTS
At 48 years-old, Gqola has garnered the significant
achievements of promotion to full professor,
instillation as a National Research Foundation
SARChI Chair on African Feminist Imaginations, and the
publication of six books and numerous widely-cited
journals and book chapters. As a scholar whose
opinions have also appeared in local magazines
such as True Love and international newspapers like
the New York Times, Gqola’s place in the academy is
solidified. Yet, her experience in multiple universities
in South Africa has been filled with what she calls
“a series of tests”.
Gqola began her undergraduate degree in English
at the University of Cape Town (UCT) in 1990.
Politically, she participated in anti-racist and feminist
students’ activist work and sat on steering or subcommittees, including the Gender Subcommittee,
Women’s Forum and Women’s Movement. Gqola’s
commitment to “a life of the mind”, was ignited from
an early age while growing up in the university town
of Alice in the Eastern Cape. She recognises the
privilege of her upbringing, writing that “being born
into a world in which Black Consciousness politics
were the norm, into a middle-class home with two
professional parents, with the oldest Black university
on the African continent in modern times as my
playground, meant that as a child I was to take for
granted many aspects about Black life and the ability
to access resources” (Gqola, 2017:96). Gqola holds
a DPhil (magna cum laude) in Postcolonial Studies
from Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München in
Germany, and two Master of Arts degrees from the
University of Warwick and UCT.
As much as it is honour to write this piece highlighting
Gqola’s impact, it is equally important for me to
speak to the resistance to Gqola’s ideas, presence
and politics in the South African academy. In the
launch issue of Feminist Africa on Intellectual Politics,
Professor Amina Mama (2002:3) wrote that “higher
education and research organisations in Africa have
proven so resistant to feminist intellectual work that
many educated women prefer to work elsewhere”.
It is often applauded that Gqola holds two master’s
degrees, but the story behind them is not pleasant.
Gqola submitted her MA thesis analysing dominant
representations of Black women in Staffrider literature
in early 1997, yet her department only provided her
results in late 1999 due to the intellectual resistance
Mama refers to and the ignorance towards Black/
African Feminist theoretical perspectives. Gqola left
and began a new master’s degree in a new country
whose language she did not speak in her early 20s,
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devastated by the extraordinary delay in marking and
conferring her MA degree. Within the institution,
there was debate on whether her research was
worthy of being awarded an MA degree in English
Literature. When I mentioned to her that I had found
a copy of her dissertation on the UCT website while
working on my master’s, she began narrating this
painful story. In true Gqola style, in the same breath
she told me how she turned what could have stalled
her academic career to her benefit. She started afresh
and only returned to the South African academy
after completing her PhD. In our discussions of this
period in her life, she articulated that she saw the
actions of those decision makers as “a resistance to
Black Feminism”.
Furthermore, she took inspiration from Black
women senior academic mentors and stated that
she “wouldn’t have fought UCT so hard for that
degree if it were not for Desiree Lewis and Shireen
Hassim”. Waiting almost three years to receive her
master’s degree research results, Gqola returned to
the institution, insisted they make a decision and said:
“I don’t need your master’s, but I need this episode
closed to account to my funder”.
Additionally, Gqola (2017:98) articulated her
experiences of being a UCT student in the early
1990s:
“With very few exceptions, I could not recognise
myself in the UCT humanities curriculum. At this
institution I was to identify lies and snatches
about myself clearly in the course material.
The fragments remained thus because the
components that included me tended to be a
small part of the general course. Even these were
few and far between.”
The pushback against Gqola and her ideas did
not only represent itself institutionally, but in the
classroom as well. Speaking to her experiences as a
young lecturer at what was then called the University
of the Orange Free State, Gqola (2017:101) writes
that “my first lecture, which was an introduction to
Black Consciousness literature, provoked protest
from a right-wing student organisation”. The Dean
sided with the students without even offering her
an audience to discuss the matter.
Gqola has been concerned with the everyday
experiences of Black women, which is the central
concern of African and Black Feminist theories.
Gqola’s earlier work can be considered to be what
Patricia Hill-Collins terms “subjugated knowledges”,
especially in the early period of her career in the
mid-1990s when she entered the academy as a
professional.
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Gqola is of the generation of African Feminist scholars
whose intervention was undermined or simply
ignored in Black and Pan Africanist scholarship as
well as in White feminist scholarship. She, along with
a group of Black women within the academy, steadily
began the work of theory-building.
I am no longer her student; I am now an “insider” as
a Gender Studies lecturer at her alma mater, UCT,
where I see Gqola’s influence in the theory-building
of the African feminist canon. Her work is regularly
included in all years of study, from undergraduate to
post graduate levels - you will not miss a Gqola book
or journal article in the curriculum.

RAPE: A SOUTH AFRICAN
NIGHTMARE: A BOOK/
MANIFESTO FOR A NEW
PROTEST MOVEMENT
Sexual violence has devastated democratic South
Africa, long before President Cyril Ramaphosa
(2018) deemed it a “pandemic” due to the political
pressure from the ground, which culminated in the
#TotalShutdown movement as well as a group of
women who refused to leave the Union Buildings in
2018 until address by the President. Long before the
2014 KPMG-funded study stating that Gender-based
violence (GBV) “costs South Africa between R28.4
billion and R42.4 billion per year – or between 0.9%
and 1.3% of GDP annually”, there were feminist
scholars who were providing a language to the
unacknowledged political crisis women and girls
were living with, the “nightmare”, as Gqola terms
it. Gqola’s critically acclaimed third book, Rape: A
South African Nightmare is on its 12th reprint and is
the 2016 Sunday Times Alan Paton Award winner.
It has become a central teaching text about sexual
violence and GBV more broadly in our institutions
of higher learning. In her concluding chapter in the
book, Gqola (2015:168) shares how “many times I
have told everybody in my life how I do not want
to write it. I wish that I did not have to think about
rape, that it was not so close to home”.
Gqola’s text was pivotal beyond the words on the
page. In my analysis, it significantly contributed to
the anti-rape protests, demonstrations and marches
that erupted in South African universities in 2016.
In addition to the broader new boldly feminist
movement, which I argue began to crystallise during
and after the 2006 Zuma rape trial through the
formation of the One in Nine Campaign in support
of the rape complainant Fezekile Kuzwayo, publicly
named “Khwezi” to protect her identity. During the
trial, Gqola (2015:107) illustrates that the most

significant demonstration of solidarity towards
Kuzwayo “came from the women’s groups that
came together to form the One in Nine Campaign,
to provide various forms of support for the woman
they called Khwezi during the trial…Women in purple
T-shirts protested outside and inside the court in
support of the complainant”. I have known of Gqola’s
involvement in the One in Nine Campaign for quite
some time. She was its champion and has written
about its influence on her work. Yet, I was unaware
of how instrumental she was to this organisation,
something she herself underplays. Through my
archival research for my PhD project on feminist
activist strategies against sexual violence and the
One in Nine Campaign, while looking at documents
by the organisation, to my surprise, I saw that Gqola
was a co-founder of the organisation and spent time
as the Chair of the Board.
Gqola (2015:124) has written about the Zuma rape
trial and how, through their public writing, feminist
commentators such as Mmatshilo Motsei, Pregs
Govender, Nikki Naylor, Vanessa Ludwig, Sibongile
Ndashe, Gail Smith, and Hassim “reshaped the terms
of debate and it is the rage and disregard for personal
safety with which they acted that ensured that the
media’s construction of Khwezi’s charge of rape
and the trial she had to endure were contested”.
However, she does not centre herself and her truth
to demonstrate that her contribution went beyond
challenging power by simply writing opinion pieces
in South African newspapers. She was an organiser,
a comrade of Kuzwayo and other feminists in the
One in Nine Campaign. In her book Reflecting Rogue:
Inside the Mind of a Feminist, Gqola (2017:111)
has noted that “institutions are hard to build, and
feminist institutions are under constant attack”. How
she inspired the One in Nine Campaign’s feminist
leadership principles and helped build an institution
that is still standing, 15 years after its establishment,
needs to be acknowledged.
Not everyone can write about sexual violence in
ways that affirm each victim/survivor’s humanity,
that demystifies and humanises perpetrators, that
encourages feminist rage and activism while bringing
political significance to the scourge. To achieve
that, a book such as Rape: A South African Nightmare
could only be written by an activist-scholar such as
Gqola who has been committed to anti-rape work
since the early 1990s when she volunteered as a
rape crisis counsellor twice a week as a student
and co-established the first Rape Crisis Centre in
Khayelitsha in her early 20s. Gqola’s book helped
crystalise and articulate a growing discontent among
South African women and feminists in relation to the
scourge of rape in the country.
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It is important to recognise that the One in Nine
Movement is also a catalyst of the national “silent
protest” in South Africa. Attendees of the protest wear
purple shirts similar to the One in Nine Campaign.
Vetten (2012) explains that “conducted once a year,
Silent Protests take place over a twelve-hour period
and require protesters to be silenced with black gaffer
tape. Participants do not eat, drink, speak or smoke
during this time, and wear a T-shirt with the slogan
‘Sexual Violence = Silence’”. The first protest was held
on 24 March 2006 “as a means to stand in solidarity
with the complainant in Jacob Zuma’s rape trial”
(RU Silent Protest, 2019). Key to this protest were
One in Nine members based at Rhodes University,
Larissa Klazinga and Kwezilomso Mbandazayo (Davis,
2012). When the silent protest began at Rhodes
University, it is documented that “about 80 female
volunteers spent the whole of Tuesday with taped
mouths” (Wassung and Scott, 2007). In 2013, it was
reported that the protest boasted 3 000 participants
in three different provinces in South Africa: Eastern
Cape, Gauteng and KwaZulu-Natal (Dispatch Live,
2013). In 2016, Rhodes University students engaged
in an anti-rape protest titled the #RUReferenceList, where they published a list of accused sexual
violence perpetrators on social media. These student
activists “shut down the campus, demanding the
suspension of the listed students” (Chengeta, 2017).
This protest inspired similar political demonstrations
at different university campuses in South Africa. As
argued by Chengeta (2017), a participant in both
the silent and #RUReferenceList protests at Rhodes,
Kuzwayo’s activism and the One in Nine Campaign,
the organisation that supported her, “shaped a
generation”.
Gqola had launched Rape: A South African Nightmare at
UCT, Rhodes, Wits and other universities before the
anti-rape protests broke. I attended the Wits launch. I
find this sequence of events connected. When Naledi
Chirwa, Amanda Mavuso, Nyiko Shikwambane and I
held the impromptu #RememberKhwezi silent protest
on 6 August 2016 during Zuma’s speech at the South
African Electoral Commission’s Local Government
election results centre, we were inspired and moved
by Rape: A South African Nightmare. In my piece for
City Press a week following the protest I wrote:
“We stand on the shoulders of a long lineage
of black women doing the work of dismantling
patriarchy and rape culture. They encourage us
and give us the vocabulary to affirm that naming
and shaming rapists is a legitimate black feminist
response to patriarchal violence. An entire
genealogy of black feminist resistance allowed
us to stand up in Pretoria last Saturday night…
What would have happened if black women did
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not unite to create the One in Nine Campaign?
And what would have happened if Professor
Pumla Gqola had not written her book, Rape: A
South African Nightmare? In it she writes: “We
often place so much pressure on women to talk
about rape, access counselling and get legal
services to process rape, but very seldom do
we talk about the rapists. We run the danger of
speaking about rape as a perpetrator-less crime.”
(Dlakavu, 2016)
Gqola, in her newly published book, Female Fear
Factory, builds on some of the ideas sketched in Rape:
A South African Nightmare. In it she writes “the Female
Fear Factory threatens women, mostly to remind us
that nothing belongs to us – not even our bodies,
neither in private nor public spaces. Its spectacular
aspect is important because it communicates both
to the target and to the audience the possibility of
being the victim, and teaches and enshrines power
in patriarchal society” (2021:19).

#CITINGAFRICANWOMEN,
BUILDING AFRICAN FEMINIST
ARCHIVES AND AFRICAN
FEMINIST INSTITUTIONS
As Gqola (2017:133) observed, “it is particularly
ironic that as feminists who spend so much time
owning, claiming and defending the names of the
women who came before us, who write them into
histories of the world, we spend so little time doing
the same to the sisters in our midst who still walk
the earth embodied in ways we can see”. Although I
have expressed my admiration and gratitude to her
privately and publicly, it is a deep honour to speak to
her scholarship and activism in this platform - Imbiza
Journal for African Writing.
Gqola’s impact for me is deeper than her incredible
theory and movement building efforts. She has also
contributed to what Isabel Hofmeyr recently called
“institution building”. Although Gqola wrote that
her role as a Dean of Research at the University
of Fort Hare, a heavily administrative role, “made
writing impossible”, she, however, achieved incredible
institutional milestones while at Fort Hare. Most
notably, in my eyes, was when the 103-year-old
university approved its first GBV and Sexual
Harassment policy under her leadership in 2019.
Speaking at a gathering to discuss the policy, Gqola
is quoted as stating that: “Yes we have done well, but
this is step one. Our problems will not be fixed by
a policy. The problem will only be dealt with when
we fundamentally change the culture of hierarchy.
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We celebrate the fact that we finally have a sexual
harassment policy at UFH, but this is only the
beginning of what we should be doing. We need to
break the silence about who the perpetrators are and
stop pretending as if it doesn’t exist.” In the same year,
Gqola was invited by Dr Naledi Pandor, the Minister
of Higher Education and Training at the time, to form
part of an advisory committee on Sexual Harassment
and GBV in South African universities. In addition,
Gqola now serves as a trustee for the incredibly
impactful Women’s Legal Centre, demonstrating that
her activism is not only embodied in the university
ivory tower.
Globally, we are witnessing the co-opting of feminist
radical principles and the growth of individualised,
commodified, and celebrity feminism by big
corporations and mainstream media. Gqola offers us
a feminist interpretation that is rooted in movements
and feminist organisations fighting interlocking
systems of oppression. Ensuring that her scholarship
is accountable to activist communities as well as
other Black women in the wider African Feminist
intellectual community, she is diligently speaking to
and citing the work of other African Feminists. Gqola
is constantly in conversation with and not only her
African Feminist ancestors, but her contemporaries
and the new generation of African Feminist thinkers.
By reading Gqola, you will come across a rich
bibliography of African Feminist intellectuals, from
Desiree Lewis, Barbara Boswell, Danai Mupotsa,
Amina Mama, Nthabiseng Motsemme, Grace Musila,
Bibi Bakare-Yusuf and Gabeba Baderoon, to name
a few. She has engaged in the #CiteBlackWomen
and #CiteAfricanWomen movement long before it
was popularised on social media. Gqola has always
grounded herself in movements and collective African
Feminist spaces in South Africa and other parts of
the African continent, akahambi yedwa.
Moreover, she has affirmed and theorised Black
women’s art as political, ranging in subject from the
work of Simphiwe Dana, to Thandiswa Mazwai, Zanele
Muholi, Lebogang Mashile, and Zukiswa Wanner. Her
recent book, Miriam Tlali: Writing Freedom, constantly
refers to younger scholar Nontobeko Ntombela and
her work on “a fragile archive”. As an African feminist
researcher and lecturer, I often pride myself in
knowing the work of other African feminist scholars,
even outside of my discipline, however, I was only
introduced to Ntombela’s work recently through
reading Gqola. This is the work she achieves. With
the recent passing of her long-time colleague and
treasured friend Professor Bhekizizwe “Bra Bheki”
Peterson, Gqola penned a tribute stating: “as a scholar
preoccupied with archives across a four-decade
career, Peterson understood that, as art historian
Nontobeko Ntombela teaches us, archives of Black

brilliance are both scattered and fragile. Yet tend to
them we must, with determined curiosity, attention,
humility and respect.” She was able to place Ntombela
in conversation with our now beloved ancestor Bra Bheki. Aware of her visibility, she understands
the power of her intentional citational practices,
mentioning to me in conversation that “a part of how
we keep each other alive is to write about each other”.

GQOLA HELPING US CRAFT AND
REIMAGINE A NEW SOCIETY
In his book Freedom Dreams: The Black Radical
Imagination, Professor Robin D.G. Kelley notes
that “without new visions, we don’t know what
to build, only what to knock down. We not only
end up confused, rudderless, and cynical, but we
forget that making a revolution is not a series of
clever manoeuvres and tactics, but a process that
can and must transform us.” It is quite fitting that
Gqola’s Research Chair housed at Nelson Mandela
University is called African Feminist Imaginations, as
she helps us graft new collective strategies to unmake
capitalist exploitation, race, and gendered oppression
and as she writes in her latest book “amplifying the
possibilities for imagining freedom” (Gqola, 2021:13).
Gqola’s work and presence have already contributed
to the reconfiguration of the South African academy.
Through her Chair, I am excited to witness how
she will continue to shape the field by supervising,
facilitating spaces and co-creating with another
generation of African feminist thinkers, activists,
and creatives.
Given all of this, while at the peak of her career,
the beauty of Gqola also lies in her commitment
to care, of herself and others. If you follow her on
social media, you will often see the beautiful meals
she makes filled with fresh fruits and vegetables from
local farmers in the Eastern Cape, and her walks and
notes about her yoga practice. When many Black
women professionals, not only in the academy, are
experiencing ill-health and burnout, it is particularly
crucial that models of care are publicly performed to
hopefully avoid more of us crashing and dying under
the pressures of hyper capitalism.

Pumla Dineo Gqola’s intellectual work
responds to serious contemporary issues.
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Gqola has affirmed and theorised Black women’s art as political.

